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Abst rac t - - In  this paper characteristic-nonconforming finite-element methods are studied for time 
dependent advection-dominated diffusion problems. The diffusion term in these problems is dis- 
cretized using nonconforming finite elements, and the temporal differentiation and advection terms 
are treated by characteristic tracking schemes. Various nonconforming finite elements and char- 
acteristic tracking schemes are studied. Stability and convergence properties of the characteristic 
nonconforming methods are obtained; unconditionally stable results and error estimates of optimal 
order are established. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study an application of the nonconforming finite-element method to the reaction- 
diffusion-advection problem 
o(cp) 
0-----~ + v .  (bp - aVp) + Rp = f ,  (1.1) 
for the unknown solution p, where c, b (vector), a (tensor), R, and f are given functions. 
Note that (1.1) involves advection (b), diffusion (a), and reaction (R). Many problems arise in 
this form, e.g., transport problems for multiphase flow in porous media and density problems 
for semiconductor modeling. When diffusion dominates advection, the standard finite-element 
method performs well for (1.1). When advection dominates diffusion, however, it does not work 
well. In particular, it exhibits excessive nonphysical oscillations when the solution to (1.1) is 
not smooth. Standard upstream weighting approaches have been applied to the finite-element 
method with the purpose of eliminating the nonphysical oscillations, hut these approaches smear 
sharp fronts of the solution and suffer from grid-orientation difficulties. Although extremely fine 
mesh refinement is possible to overcome some of these difficulties, it is not efficient due to the 
excessive computational effort. 
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Many numerical methods have been developed for solving (1.1) where advection dominates, 
such as the optimal spatial method. This method employs an Eulerian approach that is based on 
the minimization of the error in the approximation of spatial derivatives and the use of optimal 
test functions atisfying a local adjoint problem [1,2]. It yields an upstream bias in the resulting 
approximation and have the features: 
(a) time truncation errors dominate the solution; 
(b) the solution has significant numerical diffusion and phase errors; 
(c) the Courant number is generally restricted to be less than one. 
Other Eulerian methods uch as the Petrov-Galerkin finite-element method have been devel- 
oped to use nonzero spatial truncation errors to cancel temporal errors and thereby reduce the 
overall truncation errors [3,4]. While these methods improve accuracy in the approximation of 
the solution, they still suffer from a strict Courant number limitation. 
Another class of numerical methods for the solution of (1.1) are the Eulerian-Lagrangian meth- 
ods. Because of the Lagrangian ature of advection, these methods treat the advection by a 
characteristic tracking approach. They have shown great potential. The common features of this 
class are: 
(a) the Courant number restriction of the purely Eulerian methods is alleviated because of 
the Lagrangian ature of the advection step; 
(b) since the spatial and temporal dimensions are coupled through the characteristic tracking, 
the effect of time truncation errors present in optimal spatial methods is greatly reduced; 
(c) they produce nonoscillatory solutions without numerical diffusion, using reasonably large 
time steps on grids no finer than necessary to resolve the solution on the moving fronts. 
The Eulerian-Lagrangian methods have been applied in the context of the standard conforming 
and mixed finite-element methods [5-8]. In this paper we extend these methods to the setting 
of the nonconforming finite-element method. The reasons for the wide use of the nonconforming 
method in fluid and solid mechanics are that they involve fewer degrees of freedom (particularly 
for partial differential equations of order higher than two) and the coefficient matrices of linear 
systems arising from this method are better conditioned when an appropriate set of basis functions 
of finite-element spaces are used. 
2. MMOC-NONCONFORMING FINITE-ELEMENT METHODS 
2.1. The  Cont inuous  Prob lem 
To see the idea of combining a characteristic method and the nonconforming finite-element 
method, we first consider the modified method of characteristics (MMOC) [8,9]. The MMOC 
is simple to set up and analyze, and is still in wide use. It is based on the nondivergence form 
of (1.1) 
OP+b(x,t).•p-V.(a(x,t)Vp)+R(x,t)p=f(x,t), xe~,  t>O,  (2.1) c(x)~ 
where ~t C ~d (d < 3) is a bounded domain with boundary F. To complete this equation, we 
need boundary and initial conditions. It is well known that the MMOC is not so flexible in 
the treatment of general boundary conditions. Thus, to avoid the difficulty associated with the 
boundary conditions, we assume that (2.1) is ~t-periodic; i.e., ~t is a rectangle (respectively, a 
rectangular parallelepiped), and all functions in (2.1) are spatially ~t-periodic. In fact, this is 
physically reasonable because no-flow boundaries are usually handled by reflection and interior 
flow behavior is often much more important han boundary effects in fluid flow problems, for 
example. The treatment of other boundary conditions will be considered in the fourth section 
where an Eulerian-Lagrangian pproach is adopted. The initial condition is 
p(x, o) = p0(x), x e ~. (2.2) 
Let 
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~(x , t )  = (£ (x )  + Ib(x,t)]2) ~/2 , 
where Ib[ 2 = b~ + b~ +-- -  + b~, with b = (bl, b2,..., bd), d _< 3. Throughout his paper, assume 
that 
c(x) > 0, x e ft. (2.3) 
Let the characteristic direction corresponding to the hyperbolic part of (2.1), c~ + b .  ~p,  be 
denoted by r ,  so 
0 c(x) 0 1 
0v - ~b(x, t----] Ot + ¢(--(~, t) b (x '  t ) .  V. 
With this definition, equation (2.1) becomes 
~(x , t ) -~r -V . (a (x , t )Vp)+R(x , t )p=f (x , t ) ,  xE~t ,  t>0.  (2.4) 
For k > 0, the standard Sobolev spaces Hk(f l)  = wk '2(~)  are used in this paper, with the 
usual norms. For k = 0, set L2(~) = H°(~) .  In addition, we define the linear space 
V = {v E Hx(~t) : v is ~bperiodie}. 
We also define the inner product in L2(~) 
(v, w)s =/~ v(x)w(x) dx. 
If S = ~Q, we omit it in this notation. Now, applying Green's formula in space and the periodic 
boundary condition, (2.2) and (2.4) are written in the equivalent variational form 
(~-~r,V) +(a~p, Vv)+(Rp,  v )=( f ,v ) ,  VC V, t>0,  
(2.5) 
p(x, 0) = p0(x), x ~ ~. 
2.2 MMOC-Nonconforming  Methods  
Let 0 = t o < t I < --- < t n < - . .  be a partition in time, with /ktn = t n -- t n -1 .  For a generic 
function v, set v ~ = v(tn). A characteristic is approximated by 
At n 
2.=x c~-~b(x, t"). (2.6) 
Furthermore, we see that, at t = t ", 
p (x,  t n) ~ p ~ ~ t~ i  l ~ 
(Ix- + 2) 1/2 
(2.7) 
d×,p  (x, t n) - p (~n, t n- l )  
k ) 
At ~ 
That  is, a backtracking algorithm is used to approximate the characteristic derivative (see Fig- 
ure 1). 
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Let Kh be a regular triangulation of Y/into nonoverlapping (open) finite elements K, 
f i=  ~R,  
KEKh 
such that no vertex of one element lies on an edge (or face) of another element, where ~ and/~ 
represent he closure of ~ and K (i.e., ~t = ~ U F and f( = K U OK), respectively. The mesh 
parameters hK and h are defined as follows: 
hK = diam(K) and h = max hK, 
KEKu 
where diam(K) is the length of the longest edge of/~. Associated with Kh, let Vh be a noncon- 
forming finite-element space. Examples will be given later. 
The MMOC for (2.1) is given: for n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  find p~ E Vh such that 
where 
(C p~ --D~--I V) ~- E (anVp~'Vv)K + ( Ph, ) = ( fn ,v) ,  At ~ , ,R~ n v" 
KEKt, 
vv  e vh, (2.8) 
pn-l  (xn'tn-1) ( Atn ) h = Ph = Ph x -- c--(~b (x, tn), t n-1 . (2.9) 
The initial approximation pO can be defined as any reasonable approximation of p0 in Vh; see (5.4) 
later. 
In addition to assumption (2.3), we assume that the coefficients aij, b~, c, and R are bounded 
in ~, 
d d 
0<_R(x , t ) ,  a. Ey2<Ea i j (x , t )y iy j ,  VyE~ d, xE~,  t>0,  (2.10) 
i=1  i , j=l 
c E WI'°°(~), bc E (L°°(J;  Wl'°°(g~))) d , (2.11) 
and 
where a. > 0 is a real number and J = (0, T] (T > 0). 
Existence and uniqueness of a solution to problem (2.8) can be easily checked. In fact, since it 
is a finite-dimensional system, it suffices to show uniqueness. Setting f -= 0 and choosing v = p~ 
in (2.8), we see that 
C Tt n = (cph ,p~),  (~h,Ph)  + X :  '~"V n V n, "R" n -~-1 [ Ph, Ph)KAtn+(  Ph,P~) Atn 
KEKh 
so that, by (2.3), (2.10), and an induction argument (also setting pO __ 0), 
p~(x) = 0, x e a .  
THEOREM 2.1. 
holds, so does the stability result 
2 < C (IIIIIL~(aT)+ Ilp0llL~(~)), IIP~IIL~(J;L~(~)) + WPhI I (L~(K×j ) ) ,~  - 
h 
where ~T = ~'~ X J and the constant C is independent of h. 
This stability result will be proven in the fifth section. 
Under (2.3) and (2.10), system (2.8) has a unique solution. Furthermore, if (2.11) 
(2.12) 
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2.3. Examples  
In this section we give some examples of the nonconforming finite-element space Vh where the 
periodic boundary condition is implicitly imposed. 
2.3.1. The  Crouze ix -Rav iar t  element 
Let Kh be a triangulation of ~t C ~2 into triangles (K}, and define [10] 
Vh = {v E L2(~) : VlK is linear, K e Kh, and v is continuous 
at the midpoints of interior edges}. 
This is the simplest nonconforming finite element for second-order partial differential equations. 
Set 
At = max At n. 
n=1,2,... 
THEOREM 2.2. Under (2.3), (2.10), and (2.11) and with an appropriate choice of p °, if p and Ph 
axe the respective solutions of (2.5) and (2.8), for At sumciently smal/, we have 
1/2 { L2(~'~T) , llp~ -- p~ll2H~(K) At '~ < C At 
(2.13) 
where the constant C is independent of h and N is such that At N = T. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 will be also given in the fifth section. More estimates for the error 
P - -  Ph in other norms will be obtained in a forthcoming paper. 
It is obvious that the linear system arising from (2.8) is symmetric and positive definite un- 
der (2.10), even in the presence of the advection term. With the usual choice of basis functions 
in l/h, this system has a condition number of order 
O (1 + max la~j(x,t) lh-2At). (2.14) 
xE~, t>0, i , j=l,...,d 
Furthermore, if a hierarchical basis on multigrids is constructed for Vh [11], the condition number 
can be improved to 
0 (1 + max [a i j (x , t ) lh- lAt) .  (2.15) 
xE~, t>_O, i , j= l,...,d 
Therefore, we see that when At = d0(h), a conjugate gradient algorithm applied to the solution 
of the linear system arising from (2.8) is optimal in the sense that the iteration number is 
independent of h. 
2.3.2. The rotated Q1 element 
Let Kh be a partition of ~ into rectangles {K} such that the horizontal and vertical edges 
of rectangles are parallel to the Xl- and x2-coordinate axes, respectively, and adjacent elements 
completely share their common edge. Associated with Kh, we define the nonconforming finite- 
element space on rectangles 
vh = {v  L2( ) : vlK = a I + a xl + a) x2 + a 4 - 
i a K E ~, K E Kh, and v is continuous at the 
midpoints of interior edges}. 
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This rectangular nonconforming element is termed the rotated Q1 element [12,13] because of the 
fact that x~ - x22 can be generated from XlX2 by a rotation of 45 °. The degrees of freedom for 
this element can be chosen in a different way, 
.~ = {~ e L~(a) : vI~ = ~ + ~1 + a~x~ + a 4 (x~ - ~), 
a~/ 6 }}~, K E Kh, and if K1 and K2 share an 
edge e, then ~fvloK~ dg = . ~/ vI°K 2 dg. } . 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and estimate (2.14) hold for the rotated Q1 element as well. Moreover, 
if a hierarchical basis on multilevel grids is constructed for this element [14], (2.15) is also true. 
The rotated Q1 nonconforming element is the simplest available on rectangles. The next 
simplest element is the Wilson nonconforming element [15], which has the same error estimates 
as this Q1 element, but has more degrees of freedom. Hence, we will not discuss the Wilson 
element. 
2.3.3. A nonconforming element on tetrahedra 
Let Kh be a partition of gt C ~3 into tetrahedra {K} such that adjacent elements completely 
share their common face. The following space is the three-dimensional analogue of the Crouzeix- 
Raviart space on triangles [16]: 
V h = {v E n2(~) : vlK E PI(K),  K c Kh, and v is continuous 
at the centroids of interior faces}. 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and estimate (2.14) hold for this and next two three-dimensional noncon- 
forming elements. But estimate (2.15) has not been shown yet. 
2.3.4. A nonconforming element on rectangular paral lelepipeds 
Let Kh be a partition of ~t into rectangular parallelepipeds {K} such that their faces are 
parallel to the coordinate axes and adjacent elements completely share their common face. As 
in the two-dimensional case, the rotated Q1 nonconforming element in three dimensions can be 
defined using two different sets of degrees of freedom. Namely, it can be defined either in terms 
of nodal values [16] 
Vh = {v E L~(~) : VlK = alK + a~x l  + aaKX2 + a4 x3 + a 5 (x~ -- x~) 
+a~ (x~-  x~), ~ e ~, K c gh, and v is 
continuous at the centroids of interior faces}, 
or in terms of integrals over faces 
Vh : {v E L2(t2): vlK : alK + a2 xl  + a3Kx2 + a4 x3 + a 5 (x 2 - x 2) 
+a 6 (x21 - x2) , aiKE ~, K C Kh, and if K1 and K2 
share a face e, then f,,oKlde= fV,oK~de} 
J ¢  Je  
Again, they produce the same convergence rate as in Theorem 2.2, but the second definition 
seems to yield a better conditioned stiffness ystem [14]. 
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2.3.5. A nonconforming e lement  on pr isms 
Let K h be a partition of ft into prisms {K} such that their base is a triangle in the (xl, x2)- 
plane with three vertical edges parallel to the x3-axis and adjacent prisms completely share their 
common face. The nonconforming finite elements on prisms are analogues of those on rectangular 
parallelepipeds. Hence they can be defined using two different sets of degrees of freedom. As an 
example, we present hem in terms of the integrals over faces [16], 
( 
½ = ~v E L2(f~) : VlK = alg + a2gXl + a3Kx2 + a4Kx3 + ask (x~ + x 2 - 2x32), 
a~K E ~, K ¢ Kh, and if K 1 and K2 
share a face e, then ~efVl0Kldg= feV]°K2dg} "
3. MMOCAA-NONCONFORMING F IN ITE-ELEMENT METHODS 
Problem (2.1) with the periodic boundary condition is considered in this section. Furthermore, 
to introduce the methods, we assume in this section that 
V .b=0,  inf, ,  t>0.  (3.1) 
That is, b is divergence-free. This is physically reasonable since b is typically a velocity field 
and (3.1) corresponds to the incompressibility condition. Note that, by (3.1), the periodicity 
assumption, and the divergence theorem, equation (2.1) with R = 0 and f = 0 yields the 
conservation law 
ff lc(x)p(x,t)dx=/ac(x)p°(x)dx, t>0.  (3.2) 
In real applications, it is desirable to maintain at least a discrete form of this law in any numerical 
approximation of (2.1). However, in general, (2.8) does not satisfy this property, and it creates 
an imbalance in mass. The imbalance stems from the advection (transport) process since the 
diffusion process in (2.8) has been shown to conserve mass locally [8]. To see this, set a = 0, 
R=f=0,  and v=l  in (2.8) tohave 
/ac(x)P'~(x)dx = fa e(x)i~-l(x) dx 7~ fac(x)pr~-l(x)dx. (3.3) 
Note that in the case where c is constant, preserving (3.2) requires that the Jacobian of the 
map (2.6) identically equal one. However, in general, if V. (b/c) # 0, the Jacobian is 1 + O(At), 
and it is 1 +O((At) 2) if (3.1) holds and c is constant. To preserve (3.2) numerically, we follow [17] 
to use the modified method of characteristics with adjusted advection (MMOCAA). 
Let Vh and p° h be defined as in the previous ection. For 1 < n < N, given pn-1 h ¢ Vh, set 
h = C(X)p~-i (X) dx, h 
As mentioned above, Q~-I # ~)~-1 in general. Define 
Ipn-1 ,pn-1 (:~+)} if Qn-1 Qn-1 
~- l (x )= max~ h (~- )  h , h < ~ , 
min Ip n-1 n-1 , Qn-1 Qn-1 
I. h (X-),Ph (:X+) } if h :> h ' 
and. 
0~-- i ~--- /f~ C(X)~{9'~'-- 1 (X) dE, 
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where ~ is defined as in (2.6), 
b (x , t  n) b(x't~) ~+:~+ ~(×) (Ate) 2 
and 7 is a fixed positive constant (normally chosen to be less than one [171). If Qn-1 = ~)n-1 h h 
we must accept that mass cannot be conserved; otherwise, find A n-1 E ~ such that 
Define 
and 
Q~- I  = An- lon- lh + (1 _ An-*) ~)~-th (3.4) 
/3~ -1 : An-1]}n- lh  -}- (1 _ An- l )  ~n-lh ' (3,5) 
On-lh = /f~ C(x)p~-- l(x) dx. 
Clearly, Q~-  1 n-  1 h = Qh , SO the conservation law is preserved. Now, continue in n with/?~-1 in 
place o f /~-1  in the original procedure (2.8); i.e., 
e h -- Ph  ,anV n zXtn ,v + ~ W) ,¢+ I Ph, (nnp'~,v) = ( In ,v)  Vv E Vh. (3.6) 
KEKh 
Note that A n-1 is bounded; 0 _< A n - i  _< 1 for small At  n - i  [17]. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 remain 
valid here. In addition, the discussion on the examples given in Section 2.3 applies as well. 
4. EULERIAN-LAGRANGIAN NONCONFORMING METHODS 
The Eulerian-Lagrangian approach is based on the divergence form of (2.1), 
0(cp) 
O-- -~+V. (bp-aVp)+Rp=f ,  xEFt ,  t>0,  
(bp-aVp) .u=g,  xEP ,  t>0,  
p(x, o) : po(x), x e a, 
(4.1) 
where f~ C ~d (d < 3) is a bounded domain and u is the outward unit normal to F. For simplicity, 
we consider a flux boundary condition in (4.1). A Dirichlet or mixed-type condition can be also 
considered [6]. 
As in the previous two sections, for any x E f~ and two times 0 _< t n-1 < t n, the hyperbolic 
part of problem (4.1), c°o~t +b.  Vp, defines the characteristic :~n(x, t) along the interstitial velocity 
qD = b/c, 
0 
~:~n = ~ (~n,t) ,  te J~= [ t~- l ' t~) '  (4.2) 
~ (x, t ~) = ×. 
In general, the characteristics in (4.2) can be determined only approximately. There are many 
ways to solve this first-order ordinary differential equation for approximate characteristics. We 
consider only an Euler method, as in the previous two sections. 
The Euler method to solve (4.2) for the approximate characteristics i given: for any x E fL 
we define 
~n(×, t) = x - ~ (x, t ~) (t n - t), t e [~(x), t~],  (4.3) 
where t(x) = t "-1 if :r~(x,t) does not backtrack to the boundary F for t E [tn-l,t'n]; t(x) E 
(t ~-1, t n] is the t ime instant when ~n(x, t) intersects F, i.e., ~n(X, [(x)) E F, otherwise. Let 
r+ = {~ e r :  (b. ~)(×) >_ 0}. 
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For' (x, t) • F+ x j n ,  the approximate characteristic emanating backward from (x, t) is given by 
~(x ,  8) = x - ~o(x, t)(t - 8), 8 C [{(x,t),t] , (4.4) 
where / (x ,  t) = t " -1 if ~n(x, 0) does not backtrack to the boundary F for 8 • [t n - l ,  t]; {(x, t) • 
(t n - l ,  t] is the t ime instant when ~n(x, 8) intersects F otherwise. We have exploited a single step 
Eu][er method to determine the approximate characteristics from (4.2); a multistep version can 
be also employed. 
If At  n is sufficiently small (depending upon the smoothness of ~p), the approximate character- 
istics do not cross each other, which is assumed. Then ~( - ,  t) is a one-to-one mapping of ~]~d 
to ~d (d _< 3); we indicate its inverse by Ytn(',t). 
For any t E ( tn - l , tn ] ,  we define 
= = (4 .5 )  
We assume that  1~- v _> 0 on F+. 
Let Kh be a regular partit ion of £t into elements {K}. For each K • Kh, let / ( (t)  represent 
the trace-back of K to t ime t, t 6 jn :  
/~(t) = {x E ~"/: X ---- :Xn(Y, t) for some y • K} ,  
and K: n be the space-time region that follows the characteristics ( ee Figure 2) 
K n = {(x,t)  6 • x J :  t E jn  and x 6 /~( t )} .  
Also, we define B '~ = {(x,t) e OKn:x  6 r}.  
We write the hyperbolic part of (4.1) as 
With v (x , t )  = (l~, c) and a smooth test function v(x, t), an application of Green's formula in 
space and t ime gives 
(4 .7)  
. r 
7 K[ 
....... / ( t ) [  
Figure 2. An illustration of K: n. 
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where we used the fact that T.U~C . . . .  0 on the space-time edges (OK:~ n (/~ x 7n))\ 13 n. Similarly, 
the diffusion part of (4.1) gives 
/tc . . . . .  V (aVp)vdxdt= f j  {J~oK(t) aVP'VR(t )vdg' - /R(t ) (aVP)"~vdx} dr. (4.8) 
We assume that the test function v(x, t) is constant along the approximate characteristics. Then, 
combining (4.6)-(4.8), the space-time variational form of (4.1) can be derived as follows: 
(c~pL v ~) - (c~-lp~-l, v~-i,+) 
{(avp, w)  + (Rp, v)} dr= {(f,  v) - dt (4.9) 
where the inner product notation in space is used. If we apply backward Euler time integration 
along characteristics to the diffusion, reaction, and source term in (4.9), we see that 
(c~p ~ , v ~) + (At~a~Vp~, Vv ~) + (AtnR~p ~ , v n) 
= (cn--lpn--l,v n-l'+) -t- (Atnfn,v n) - jfj~ (g,V)r dt 
(4.10) 
where Atn(x) = t n - t(x). 
Let Vh C H I (~)  be a nonconforming finite-element space, as defined in the second section. 
For any w • Vh, we define a test function v(x,t) to be a constant extension of w(x) into the 
space-time region gt x J~ along the approximate characteristics (refer to (4.3) and (4.4)), 
v (~n(x, t), t) = w(x) ,  
v (:Xn(X, 0), 0) ~- W(X), 
t c [{(x), x c a,  
(4.11) 
0•  [{(x,t),t], (x,t) •F+ x jn 
Now, based on (4.10), the Eulerian-Lagrangian nonconforming method is defined: for n = 
1,2, . . . ,  find p~ E Vh such that 
C n n vn~ zAtnRn n Ph, ) + ~ (AtnanVp~, Vvn) + ( Ph, Vn) 
KEKt~ 
,cn -1  n -1  vn- l ,+  ' (A tn fn ,vn)  f (g,v)r dt. 
= ~ Ph  ' + - -  
,I j n 
(4.12) 
The discussion of the examples given m Section 2.3 applies to (4.12) as well. In particular, 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and estimate (2.14) hold. Moreover, estimate (2.15) remains true for the 
Crouzeix-Raviart and rotated Q1 elements in two dimensions. 
5. THE PROOF OF  STABIL ITY  AND CONVERGENCE 
In this section, as an example, we carry out the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for the MMOC- 
nonconforming finite-element methods. The same results for the MMOCAA and Eulerian- 
Lagrangian nonconforming methods can be shown by combining the present techniques and 
those in [7,18] for studying the standard finite-element method. 
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LEMMA 5.1. With assumption (2.11), for each n we have 
(e©,~)) - (cv, v) < CAtn(cv,  v), Vv e L2(f~), 
where 9(x) = v(x - b(x, tn)Atn/c(x)) .  
For the proof of this lemma, see [18,19]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Set v = p~ in (2.8), multiply by At n, and sum over n, 1 < n < N, to 
see that 






X -~ , -n  n\ At n = ~ (,T ,Ph) • 
r~=l 
] 
n ,R n n ~ ,  Atn~ (a~Vp~, VPh)K At~ + ( Ph,Ph) 
J 
- , " " (cp~ ,a  )) PA ) Ph) ~ 2 ( (Cph,Ph)  -- ~n--1 ~rt--1 (c(;~ ~-1 ~ 1 
1 C n n -1  n -1  cpn- l ,pn -1  
:-2 {(( P~'P~)-  (~h ,p~ ) )+( (  ~ ~ ) -  (¢~-~,~-~) )} ,  
(5.1) 
where ~)(x) = v(x - b(x, tn)At" /c(x) ) .  
For the proof of Lemma 5.2, refer to [8]. 
For the simplicity of the proof of Theorem 2.2, a is assumed to be independent of t. Also, 
let Vh be the Crouzeix-Raviart finite-element space as defined in Section 2.3.1. Define 
Ah(v,w) = E (aVv, Vw)K,  
KEKI~ 
We recall (2.5) as 
(¢~7,  v )  + Ah(p, v) + (Rp, v) = ( f  , v), 
We also recall (2.8) as 
C h n nn  At~- - ,v  + Ah (Ph, ~) + (n ph,~) : (fn v), 
We define the initial approximation p° h E Vh by 
Ah (pO _ p0, v) : 0, V ~ e Vh. 
Let wh : J ~ Vh satisfy 
Ah(p -- Wh, v) = O, VvEVh,  te J .  
v ,w E H I (~)  U Vh. 
Vv~V, t>0.  (5.2) 
v~ • Yh. (5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
Vv c L2(fl), [Iv - ~SHH-I(a) _< KAt"l[vHz2(fl), 
so that Theorem 2.1 follows from (5.1), Lemma 5.1, (2.10), and the discrete Gronwall inequal- 
ity. | 
LEMMA 5.2. With assumption (2.11), for each n we have 
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Set 
~? = P - Wh, ~ = Ph -- Wh. 
It follows from the standard error estimate for the Crouzeix-Raviart element [15] that, for q = 2 
or o~ 
[Ir]llLq(j;i2(a)) + hllr]llL~(a;H~(n)) < Ch*HpHi,,(g;H.(n)), 1 < s < 2, (5.6) 
where lit]lima(n) = ~Kc~: ,  IIr]ll~/~(K) • Because the bilinear form Ah(., .) is independent of time, 
it also follows that 
Op 
~tt L2(J;H_I(O) ) -~ L2(j;HI(~) " 
<_ Ch (5.7) 
From (5.6) and (5.7), to obtain error bounds for p-Ph, it suffices to estimate ~. For simplicity 
of exposition, let At = At n, n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. Choose v = ~n in (5.3) to have 
( cp~-D~-IAt n ,{n)+Ah(pr~,{n)+('Rnph,gn -n,)=(f~,{n), (5.8) 
and subtract he following quantity from both sides of (5.8): 
to see that 
cop n
(¢ -~r ,{ ~) + Ah (p~,{n) + (R~p,~,{~) 
( c~n At At 
( hOP n n) (5.9) +(Rn(pn-pr~),~n) + (fn,~n) - ~ --~r ,~ 
-Ah (p~, ~n) _ (Rnpn, ~n). 
We need to estimate ach term in (5.9). 
First, apply a standard backward (in the characteristic direction) difference analysis [8] to have 
Second, we write ~n _ r)n-1 as the sum of (~/n _ un-1) + (tin-1 _ ¢]n-1). Then we see that 
(C ?']n-?']n-1 ) l  C ~ O~ H_I(Ft ) 
1/2 
< C n - -~11 '  ][H,~(Ft)(fj,~ 0~] 2 -~ H-a(ft) dt] (5.11) 
C aT 2 
_< e II~II~L(.) + h--/ -bS- L~(J-;H-~(.))' 
where e is a positive constant, as small as we please. Also, by Lemma 5.2, we have 
l (  n--1 i -n-1 ) ?.in--1 ~n-1 
c ~ 0 ,C  _< CN&IIH~(.) Kt- H-~(.) (5.12) 
n 2 n-1 2 t%(,> +cllo I1,<,). 
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Third, it is obvious that 
n n ~ I1~ IIL~(~)) I(t~'~(Pn-Ph),C~)l <C(l l~ IIL=(~)+ ~ 2 . 
Fourth,  using Green's  formula and (2.4), we have 
(¢oa o ) ( /n{~)_ \  ~r,{,~ _Ah(p,L{n)_(n,~p,L{n)=_ ~ (aVp~.L ,~)a~,  
KEKh 
(5.13) 
where v is the outward uni t  normal  to OK, so that,  by a scaling argument  [15], 
(fn,~n) (¢nCgpn,~n~ _ Ah(pn,~n) _ (Rnpn ~n) < ChlpnlH2(~t)H~n]]H~(n). 
- \ 3 -g  ] - , 
This completes the treatment of the right-hand side of (5.9). 
The left-hand side is bounded below: 
(~n~n-1) 1 
c ,~n +Ah(~n,~)  _> ~ [ (c~n,~)_  (c~-~,~-~) ]  +Ah(~,~,~n) 
_ 1 [(c{~,{n ) _ (c{n_l,~n_l)(1 +'yncz~t)] 
2At 
+ A(~n,~'~), [~"~l ~ 1. 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
Inequalities (5.10)-(5.15) can be combined with (5.9) to give the recursion relation 
a ,  1 [ (c{n,c~)  _ (cx~.n_l {n_ l )  ] -F ~- I I~ l l~ , t (~)  
2At  
,~ 2 2 h 2 n 2 02 p 2 
L2(f~x J ~ ) 
1 Or/ 2 n 1 2 n 2 } 
(5.16) 
It follows from (5.3) that ~0 = 0. If we multiply (5.16) by 2At, sum over n, and apply the discrete 
Gronwall inequality, it follows that 
f 02p 
~ C t hHp]IL~(J;H~(~)) + At ~ L2(~T) 
-F O-~t t L2(J;H-I(a)) } 
+ I IVJ IL~(J ;L~(~))  , 
N / 1/2 
max H~nHL2(~I) Jr- E H~n]]2~(~) At  
l<n<N n=l 
which, together with (5.6) and (5.7), yields the desired result. 
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